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### 1. Using 3Ds Max Application Create An Eyeball

**Abstract:** This paper represents an experiment report of VR (Virtual Reality) and AR (Augmented Reality) for medical learners. Four main purposes of this experiment through 3Ds Max application create an eyeball. The environment of experiment also be discussed. As well as the studies of organ in medical points of view. Two parts, two objects and three modifications as core activities for representing anatomical studies. More details about creation in experiment essential features demonstrated consequently. Thirty steps in experiment, descriptions show with screenshots. Output of this experiments would be able to understand medical learner's anatomical perspective studies, as well as medical educators introduce organ and medical knowledge to no-medical learners. Combining VR and AR to medical learning activities, as well as clinical presentations. This paper no only practices the application 3Ds Max create organ models, but also medical learning perspective discussion.
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### 2. Microarray Data Classification using Fly Algorithm and the Parisian Method

**Abstract:** One of the major challenges of gene expression data is the large number of genes in the data sets. This paper explores the power to mix more than one optimization technique. In this research, work a hybrid approach of a fly algorithm with Parisian approach is studied. The fly method which is an optimization
algorithm, explores a new possibility of coding the solution inspired by artificial immune systems called the Parisian approach, the latter considers the individual (the fly) as a fragment of the solution so the solution is the combination of all the flies. This hybridization has been applied for microarray data classification. The performance results obtained show that the implemented approach present more efficient classification process, highly precise with a very good convergence.

**Keyword:** Microarray data, The Fly algorithm, Evolutionary algorithm, Parisian approach.
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